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Executive summary

The homelessness response to the pandemic has seen extraordinary action taken across Great Britain to get everyone into safe accommodation during the outbreak. People experiencing homelessness, especially those rough sleeping, are among the most exposed to risk of coronavirus. The pandemic is also exerting sudden pressure on people already pushed to the brink by low wages and high rents.

To anticipate and track the ever-changing dynamics of the pandemic, Crisis has conducted a short piece of research to understand the experiences of frontline services across Great Britain during the pandemic and the changing support needs of people facing homelessness between March and September 2020. Based on survey responses with voluntary sector organisations and in-depth interviews with local authorities across Great Britain, the research shows the range of challenges and responses to homelessness as a consequence of the pandemic and the short, medium, and long-term solutions to end homelessness for good.

- Across all three nations there has been a continued new flow of people experiencing homelessness since the start of the pandemic.
- Local authorities and voluntary sector services have reported both an increase in need but also demand for their services since the beginning of the pandemic. 53 per cent (168) of services across Great Britain reported an increase in homelessness in their area, with a further 73 per cent (95) stating demand of their services had increased since the start of the pandemic.
- During the first few months of the pandemic the increase was driven by those already experiencing homelessness - people who were sofa surfing and living in dangerous and transient accommodation – who became more visible as their living situations forced them to access help. In some areas, there was also an increase in people fleeing domestic abuse - 58 per cent (42) of services reporting that they had seen an increase in people fleeing or experiencing domestic abuse requiring support.
- Towards the second wave of the pandemic there have been bigger increases in England in families and across all three nations from people who are experiencing homelessness for the first time, people who have been furloughed and those who are newly unemployed.
- Homelessness among people with No Recourse to Public Funds has been a continued issue throughout the whole of the pandemic. The instruction to local authorities to support everyone who was rough sleeping or in accommodation where they could not self-isolate into safe emergency accommodation meant that all local authorities reported an increase in support being provided for people with No Recourse to Public Funds including EEA nationals without entitlements to benefits. In some cases, local authorities reported accommodating quite significant numbers of individuals but with an awareness that the support they were able to offer, beyond emergency accommodation was limited.
- Relationship breakdown, both between partners and wider familial relationship breakdown, was also highlighted by both services and local authorities as an increasing cause of homelessness. While historically this has always been a large driver of homelessness the pandemic has forced more people to leave their family home and in multi-generational households young people not seen to be adhering to the lockdown rules have increased numbers of people approaching for help.
- An increase in support needs by people approaching for help was seen consistently across the research. The two main support needs highlighted were loneliness and isolation, and mental health issues. In the first phase of the research the most pressing support needs related to emergency basic needs, such as lack of food and digital exclusion – the latter becoming increasingly important and vital over the last seven months. In contrast in wave 2 of the survey we started to see more cumulative issues coming through like rent arrears.
- Services also spoke about the need to adapt their provision very quickly in response to social distancing new safety measures. For some this was an overnight shift from being in an office one day to working from home, while for others there was a more gradual shift or an intent to maintain some ongoing physical presence to allow for face to face contact. This included distributing mobile phones and recognising that housing options assessments do not need to be conducted in person.
- The most significant intervention that governments across all three nations made was the instruction to bring ‘Everyone In’ or provide emergency accommodation for everyone rough sleeping, at risk of rough sleeping, or in accommodation where they could not self-isolate throughout the pandemic. This was an enormous undertaking for local authorities and the challenge of this was reflected on by local authorities. This intervention has clearly saved lives during the pandemic, with infection rates and deaths amongst people experiencing homelessness at extremely low levels compared internationally.
- In England, there was an overwhelming need to utilise commercial hotels, in Wales there was a more varied mix of hotels, BBBS and existing temporary accommodation stock, and in Scotland outside of large city centres where commercial hotels were needed, this was mainly provided through student accommodation and other forms of available self-contained housing was also used.

- One of the most impactful changes that local authorities highlighted in terms of being able to support people from hotels through the system into more permanent
and secure accommodation was temporary changes to housing allocation policies. This meant suspension of choice-based lettings and a move to direct lets, and in many local authorities a priority given to homeless households.

- Most local authorities spoke about the need to continue some form of hotel provision for the immediate future. Local authorities in England felt conflicted about the current and future need especially in relation to a second wave of the pandemic versus the reality of getting continued central government funding to sustain this. In Scotland, authorities felt more reassured by the spending commitment to continue emergency provision for at least up until the new year.

- NRPF groups caused more concern for the local authorities we spoke to regarding uncertainty on funding for these groups and inconsistent national policies that made medium to long term planning extremely difficult.

- There was recognition of the positive effect government policies have had on levels of homelessness during the pandemic, particularly the pause in evictions and temporary uplift in Local Housing Allowance. However, there were concerns across all areas about the temporary nature of these changes and the impact these may have on homelessness in the future. Local authorities across each nation were concerned about newly emerging need for their services as they started to see the impacts of the wider economic context and the cumulation of rent arrears in their local area.

- One of the biggest challenges facing local authorities is the ability to successfully move those housed in emergency COVID-19 accommodation into permanent and secure housing. The structural barriers that existed before the pandemic, including a lack of housing supply and a welfare system that does not address the underlying causes of homelessness have been exacerbated during the pandemic. Across the three nations local authorities and voluntary sector providers stress the need for a range of appropriate tenures to meet differing support needs. At the heart of this was delivering new affordable housing supply and long term financial support within the welfare system to address underlying causes of homelessness.

- The existing policy frameworks in tackling homelessness in each nation have had an impact on the medium to long term planning for each nation and how effective their homelessness response has been since March. In Scotland, the pandemic has injected a sense of urgency into housing led provision based on Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans and the need to work with local authorities to ensure the necessary funding to scale up Housing First across Scotland more rapidly. In Wales, the introduction of phase 2 funding has led local authorities to think more longer term about their offers for people moving through their homelessness systems, not just exclusively in the context of the pandemic. In England, the process of Everyone In and identifying support needs as part of this has been used to examine who would benefit from different housing solutions. However, there was still a reliance on supported accommodation and longer-term hostels to move people out of hotels and other emergency accommodation with a question mark over the extent to which recent funding announcements can meet the ongoing need for permanent long term tenancies.

- There was also concern over funding a homelessness response in the immediate future. In England local authorities and voluntary sector organisations were concerned about the sustainability of funding emergency accommodation over winter. In many areas they had already overspent and even with additional funding announcements from MHCLG it is not clear if the procurement of temporary accommodation can continue at this pace. In Wales, there was less concern than in England about whether the initial funding was sufficient to cover costs of providing emergency accommodation, but there were growing anxieties around funding for their phase 2 plans planning beyond the commitment to March 2021, and making sure they were able to sustainable plan their provision for people moving through from emergency accommodation. In Scotland there was significantly less concern specifically around homelessness spend and reflected that they had in the most part been able to access the emergency monies that they needed.

- There have been positive effects of the pandemic in terms of greater collaboration. The huge shift in way of working across statutory and voluntary services and the demand to provide an unprecedented level of support was a massive undertaking, that in many areas of the country led to a pulling together of the sector and a strengthening of relationships that are hoped to endure may be a significant positive legacy of the pandemic.
Chapter 1:
Introduction and policy context

The homelessness response to the pandemic has seen extraordinary action taken across Great Britain to get everyone into safe accommodation during the outbreak. By the end of September in England 10,566 people were still living in emergency accommodation as a direct result of the ‘Everyone In’ initiative and nearly 18,911 people have been moved into other forms of accommodation. In Wales, by the 28th June 407 people have been moved off the streets and at least 1,859 people have been helped into emergency accommodation. In mid-July Scottish Government reported that there were as few as 20 to 30 people who remained rough sleeping.

As well as addressing existing homelessness, there has been a need to tackle a new flow of people onto the streets and those at risk of losing their home. While data is not comprehensive, we know that in England between April and June 63,750 households were owed a homelessness duty (prevention and relief) and in London between July and September 3,444 people were recorded as rough sleeping in the capital and nearly 2,000 were new to the streets. The latest figures from the Scottish regulator show that there have been over 2,000 homelessness applications each month consistently since April with 2,901 in September. In Wales 974 people who presented as homeless were placed in emergency accommodation in August.

The emergency measures put in place were a direct response to a public health need. People experiencing homelessness, particularly those who are sleeping rough, are among those who are most exposed to the risks of COVID-19. Not only do they not have a safe home to self-isolate in or follow sanitation guidance, but people experiencing homelessness are also three times more likely to experience a chronic health problem including respiratory conditions. It was therefore critical that everyone who was rough sleeping, or in other acute forms of homelessness such as sofa surfing or communal hostels, had access to accommodation where they could self-isolate and protect themselves from the risks of COVID-19.

There have also been wider economic impacts of the outbreak, and as detailed below, new and emergency policy interventions by governments across all three nations have protected large numbers of people who would otherwise have been pushed into homelessness or living in dangerous situations. To anticipate and track the ever-changing dynamics of the pandemic, Crisis has conducted a short piece of research to understand the experiences of frontline services across Great Britain during the pandemic and the changing support needs of people facing homelessness between March and September 2020. This report outlines how statutory and voluntary sector homelessness services have responded to the global pandemic and the changing policy responses across England, Scotland and Wales. Chapter 2 looks at homelessness trends and access to services for people experiencing homelessness during the pandemic. Chapter 3 focuses on the impact of government policies in England, Scotland and Wales in the period between March and September. In the final chapter the research examines perspectives on future planning and responses to homelessness by local authorities and voluntary sector services in light of the economic impacts and second wave of the pandemic.

1 Ministry for Housing Communities and Local Government (2020) Coronavirus (COVID-19) emergency accommodation survey data, September 2020
3 MHCLG (2020) Statutory Homelessness April to June (Q2) 2020: England
6 Welsh Government (2020) Homelessness accommodation provision and rough sleeping: August 2020
The impact of COVID-19 on people facing homelessness

Introduction and policy context

The impact of COVID-19 on people facing homelessness

10 areas in England deemed to need more self-contained accommodation and an additional £2 million for faith and community groups to help them provide secure accommodation for rough sleepers.10

Since the second wave of the pandemic and lockdown period in England, a further £15 million has been allocated to provide accommodation for rough sleepers.11 Called the ‘Protect Programme’, it has been targeted at 10 areas in England22 deemed to need additional support over winter.

Focused on policies to address more upstream prevention, there was a pause on evictions from both the social and private rented sectors, initially announced for a three-month period till 25th June 2020,13 and later extended 20 September.14 In response to the second lockdown there has been further restrictions put in place to stop bailiff enforcement action taking place during the national restrictions or over the Christmas period.15 Notice periods for most tenants have now been extended in this period. Where landlords are not seeking to evict a tenant for anti-social behaviour, serious rent arrears, or where the tenant has no right to rent, a minimum six months’ notice period applies for notices issues from 29th August 2020. These notice periods will remain in force until 31 March 2021.

There was also a suspension of evictions from asylum accommodation across the UK for three months from 27th March,16 and the Government has temporarily suspended an exemption to the EU derogation relating to freedom of movement, to allow local authorities to provide up to three months of emergency accommodation and floating support to EEA nationals who would not otherwise be eligible for support. In 2019 this suspension was applied in areas of the country with high levels of asylum provision, but is now being extended nationally as of 24th June 2020. 17 This will end on 31st December 2020. Counterintuitive to this announcement, new rules due to come into force on 1st December18 outline that rough sleeping will become grounds for refusing or cancelling someone’s right to remain in the UK.

There have been increased investment in the welfare system which have prevented many people from becoming homeless and is now being extended nationally as of 24th June 2020. This will end on 31st January if unsustainable temporary accommodation is being used to enable self-isolation or if pressures due to providing COVID-19 emergency accommodation, has limited their temporary accommodation stock.

In recognition that those with no recourse to public funds were particularly at risk of rough sleeping, the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA) issued guidance making it clear that local authorities have statutory public health duties to provide emergency accommodation to all people with NRPF who are roofless or rough sleeping during the pandemic, and that local authorities can provide financial support, food or other emergency assistance.

Similar to England and Wales, the Scottish Parliament passed emergency legislation which included an extension of notice periods for most evictions from both social and private rented sector accommodation of up to 6 months. This has since been extended until March 2021. As further protection for tenants, the Scottish Government introduced a £10m tenant hardship loan fund, and regulations were also passed by the Scottish Parliament which create pre-action requirements for private rented sector landlords wishing to evict on the grounds of rent arrears, initially until March 2021. Furthermore, the Scottish Government also announced additional funding for Discretionary Housing Payments to...

---

9 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2020) Next Steps Accommodation Programme: guidance
10 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2020) Rough sleepers be helped to keep safe this winter. Online: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/rough-sleepers-to-be-helped-to-keep-safe-this-winter
12 The 10 areas in England are London, Bristol, Brighton and Hove, Cornwall, Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole, Manchester, Salford, Oxford, Leicester and Birmingham
16 On 27th March 2020, the Home Office Minister Chris Philp sent a Letter to the British Red Cross announcing that for the next three months people will not be asked to leave their emergency accommodation. http://www.refugeecouncil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/27.03.20-Chris-Philp-Letter.pdf
20 ibid
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Introduction and policy context

The impact of COVID-19 on people facing homelessness would otherwise be rough sleeping. 26 and replace them with rapid rehousing phase out night shelters this winter itself is response and person centred. ensuring the homelessness system sector, mainstreaming equalities and every sector including social housing, Housing First and the private rented sector; mainstreaming equalities and ensuring the homelessness system itself is response and person centred. It also included commitments to phase out night shelters this winter and replace them with rapid rehousing welcome centres for people who would otherwise be rough sleeping. 28 Other commitments include scaling up Housing First more rapidly, significant increases in social housing allocations to people experiencing homelessness, addressing recommendations about a new prevention duty in Scotland, and exploring alternative routes to reduce migrant homelessness.

Wales

The Welsh Government’s response to the pandemic took place immediately following the Homelessness Action Group 23 recommendations to set an ambitious goal of ending homelessness in Wales. The Housing and Local Government Minister, Julie James MS, accepted in principle the recommendations of the Action Group, which set out a framework of policies, approaches and plans to ensure that homelessness only happens very rarely, that when it does happen it is brief, and that once it has happened to an individual or family then it is prevented from happening again. 26 The Minister also committed to agree an action plan to deliver the recommendations in practice. 23

In the early phase of the outbreak the Welsh Government committed £10 million for partners to work closely to quickly re-accommodate hundreds of people across Wales who were sleeping rough or in temporary accommodation that could be a public health risk during the pandemic. The Welsh Government guidance to councils also set out that the funding could be used for helping people with no recourse to public funds into emergency accommodation. 29 This was significantly more funding per household than the £2 million initially backed by “one-off” Welsh Government funding of £20 million and subsequently increased to £50 million. 30 Each local authority has been asked by the Minister for Housing and Local Government to develop a plan which will form the basis of a funding bid, and the plans to start adopting a ‘rapid rehousing’ approach to homelessness. 31

Protection for renters were also introduced in Wales, a longer notice period was initially announced for a six-month period until 30th September 2020, which was later extended to 31st March 2021 unless the reason for giving notice relates to anti-social behaviour or domestic abuse. 34 The announcement was also accompanied by a wider measures of support including a new low interest loan for private rented sector tenants in rent arrears or struggling to pay their rent arrears because of COVID-19 and a private rented sector helpline run by Citizen Advice Cymru. As recommended by the Homelessness Action Group, temporary changes saw people sleeping rough in some areas treated as being in priority need so rough sleeping could be tackled areas where it was most prevalent. More recently a review 31 of priority need has been published which sets out four options for Welsh Government to consider, from all-out abolition of priority need to maintaining the status quo.

1.2 Methodology

The research took place between April and October 2020. Two online surveys were conducted with voluntary sector services working in the area of homelessness. The first took a response rate of 150 and asked questions about the activity between March and end of May. A follow up survey took place between July and September to track change in responses to need and the external context, the response rate was low (31 usable responses) so a comparison has been used as indicative only. More detail on the size and focus of organisations who responded to the survey is available in the appendix.

In-depth qualitative interviews were conducted with 19 local authorities (10 in England, 5 in Wales, 4 in Scotland). These were selected to provide a range of geographic coverage but also areas with acute need with regards to levels of rough sleeping and use of communal homelessness accommodation.

A wide range of research has been conducted and published on the impact of COVID on homelessness, the report also draws on other sources of data to verify the key themes throughout the report.

23 The Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action Group (HARSAG) was appointed by the First Minister and chaired by Jon Sparks from Crisis.
27 The Action Group was a task group of 13 members, chaired by Jon Sparks from Crisis, and reported to Welsh Ministers.
Chapter 2: What happened to the scale of homelessness and access to services during COVID-19?

2.1. Scale of homelessness

In the immediate aftermath of government announcements to accommodate all rough sleepers in the face of the pandemic, and as the country headed into the first lockdown there was an immediate increase in pressure and demand on local authorities and frontline services. The expectation was to accommodate all people experiencing rough sleeping or in unsafe accommodation where self-isolation wasn’t possible, but a continued flow of people newly at risk of rough sleeping throughout the early months of the pandemic led to a constant pressure on services.

In May 2020 MHCLG reported that 14,610 people in England had been provided emergency accommodation in response to the pandemic, with an estimated 6,000 people sleeping rough at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Of the 14,610 people housed an estimated 7,000 had been sleeping rough before they were accommodated and 5,000 were at risk of rough sleeping. These numbers highlight the continued flow of people newly experiencing the worst form of homelessness during the first months of the pandemic and is further supported by the data available from London’s Combined Homelessness and Information Network (CHAIN). The April – June data for CHAIN shows that 2,680 people slept rough in London for the first time, an increase of 77% from the same time period in 2019. What the data is showing is the scale of people who were extremely vulnerable to the risk of rough sleeping and the immediate pressures of the pandemic and associated lockdown pushed them to needing emergency help.

In Scotland, monthly reports from the Scottish Housing Regulator show that between April and September 2020 there has been a steep increase in people being placed in temporary accommodation from 12,261 to 14,229 households due to the response to the pandemic.

In Wales 407 people had been moved off the streets and at least 1,859 people had been helped into emergency accommodation by the 28 June. The latest publication of homelessness statistics by the Welsh Government show that 987 people who presented as homeless were placed in emergency accommodation in August and there were around 101 people still rough sleeping.

Responses from the first wave of the sector survey support this assertion of an increase in visible homelessness during the first few months of the Coronavirus pandemic. 53 per cent (68) of services across the country reported an increase in homelessness in their area(s) they work and a further 73 per cent (95) stating demand of their services had increased since the start of the pandemic. These trends were echoed across all three nations.

36 Ministry for Housing Communities and Local Government (2020) Coronavirus (COVID-19) emergency accommodation survey data September 2020


Local Authority interviews and the statutory data for April – June 2020 also support this showing the increase in demand came overwhelmingly from single males, who may have not been entitled to main duty support in England and Wales due to lack of priority need. In England between April and June 2020 there was a yearly 14 per cent increase in households owed the relief duty, with a 41 per cent increase for single males.41

"I think what we’ve seen through COVID is the single people who wouldn’t have had a priority need previously. That’s certainly been an increase for us." (LA Wales)

“We saw an increase in singles...I suspect there’s a lot of singles out there...sofa surfers, those who sort of are paid cash in hand who live on friends’ floors or living in makeshift accommodation, back of sheds let’s be honest about it. And, I think that drew a lot of people because of the, I suppose the dangers and the fear and the anxiety. I suspect they would not normally turn up at our doorstep, but they have.” (LA England)

However, over the months since the start of the pandemic and the initial lockdown local authorities have observed an ongoing change in trends with families now starting to rise in their presentations to Housing Options.

“We’ve certainly seen more families coming through the last two to three weeks.” (LA Wales)

There is yet to be sufficient statutory data available across the three nations to fully explore how the trends in presentations across families and singles has changed since June 2020, but many local authorities suggested that the impact of the pause on evictions was supporting with the reduction in families requiring support, and that as this policy ends it may reverse the trends seen earlier in the pandemic.

“We were looking at whether or not it was to do with the suspension of eviction because a lot of families that come to us are either in private rented accommodation and they’re getting an eviction notice.” (LA England)

“We did see a slowing down, of course, in the private rented sector stuff, because of the stays in courts, and because of the extension of notice periods; we’ve just done some analysis on our levels of presentations, and early on within the pandemic, presentations were down by about 60% but are now back up, firmly, to where they were, and increasing.” (LA Wales)

“Despite the kind of ban on evictions, call it what you will - the delay on evictions, it’s more realistically called a delay on evictions than a ban – it’s just storing up a huge potential problem in the waiting which we are going to struggle to deal with.” (LA England)

Data from England shows that the numbers of people sleeping rough who required support also did not slow down from May. MHCLG figures released in September showing that 29,477 had been accommodated through the Everyone in scheme, a 48 per cent increase on the numbers supported by May.40

2.2. Impact on specific groups
Sofa surfers
Findings from the sector survey and the Local Authority interviews suggest that many of the people supported in this initial period were already experiencing homelessness, albeit more hidden forms of homelessness such as sofa surfing or overcrowded accommodation. People sofa surfing were highlighted as being particularly in need of support during this period with 60 per cent (59) of services stating they had seen an increase in demand from sofa surfers. Likewise, local authorities reported seeing increases.

“The sofa surfing, you know, came more to the fore once we had lockdown, obviously because people were saying, “I don’t feel comfortable with them being here,” or whatever else. So, we had a spike, like I’m sure a lot of councils did, with that sort of thing, having to try and manage that one.” (LA England)

“Well, we know there’s a lot of sofa surfing in [local authority area]...but I think the whole Coronavirus situation has kind of shone a bit of a spotlight on how incredibly tenuously I am thinking of many situations are and, again, this could lead to people, and probably has led to a certain number of people landing on the streets that wouldn’t have done before.” (LA England)

“We’re aware that we’ve got a sofa-surfing culture in [local authority area]... you know, and those certainly were breaking down, you know, perhaps a single parent living home with mum, you know, when you’re locked down for 16 weeks, relationships can get a bit fraught.” (LA Wales)

We would expect that people sofa surfing would be particularly vulnerable to the changes caused by lockdown as family and friends became more conscious of the space within their homes, or the pressures of confined living ended temporary arrangements, but the scale of numbers of people requiring support shows how many people are living in such precarious situations and are so close to being pushed into rough sleeping.

People fleeing domestic abuse
Domestic abuse was highlighted as a significant area of concern early on in the pandemic with domestic abuse services flagging rises in pressures on their services. In June Refuge reported an 80 per cent increase in calls to the National Domestic Abuse Helpline.42 As one of the leading causes of homelessness a rise in domestic abuse led to anticipation of a rise in associated homelessness. These concerns were reflected in the findings of the survey with 58 per cent (42) of services reporting that they had seen an increase in people fleeing or experiencing domestic abuse requiring support.

There was however a more mixed picture from local authorities. While some local authorities stated that they had seen an initial increase in domestic abuse others reported that, while anticipated, they hadn’t seen a change in the numbers of people seeking help.

“The proportion of the total that were related to domestic abuse was slightly higher.” (LA Scotland)

“Again, with the domestic abuse, yep, there’s a little bit of a spike. It did settle down, fortunately.” (LA England)

“Obviously there is some really incredibly upsetting news throughout COVID about an increase in homicides through domestic abuse and the more serious incidents and so on, which our experience so far is that hasn’t manifested itself in requests for help, which is actually really worrying.” (LA England)

---

40 MHCLG (2020) Statutory Homelessness April to June 2020: England
41 MHCLG (2020) Coronavirus (COVID-19) emergency accommodation survey data: September 2020
42 BBC 27 July 2020 Coronavirus: Domestic abuse helpline sees lockdown surge (online) https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-53498675
However more consistently across local authorities was the increase in people fleeing domestic abuse accessing support the longer that lockdown continued.

“At first we saw no increase at all but as time went on and the lockdown became further and further, we went further and further into lockdown, the numbers of domestic abuse rose incredibly.” (LA Wales)

“We’ve seen over the last couple of weeks an increase in presentations because of domestic violence. Where we didn’t see that right at the beginning, we’re certainly seeing that now.” (LA Wales)

As lockdown measures continue and increase the pressures on individuals experiencing domestic abuse, the need for local authorities to ensure there are no barriers in place that would limit their abilities to be able to move quickly and responsively to supporting those fleeing their home becomes imperative.

No recourse to public funds and EEA Nationals

In wave 1 of the sector survey 53 per cent of respondents reported that they had seen an increase in people with NRPF requiring support, and 33 per cent had seen an increase in EEA nationals specifically. In wave 2 while the NRPF proportion had stayed roughly the same with 52 per cent of services reporting an increase, the numbers of EEA nationals had increased to 44 per cent. In this context it is worth noting that this is a continued reported increase, with wave 1 and wave 2 highlighting increases across different time periods from the beginning of the pandemic.

While the suspension of evictions from asylum accommodation was identified as one of the most beneficial interventions with 87 per cent of respondents in wave 1 and 100 per cent in wave 2 stating that it helped in supporting with homelessness, there was still concerns around the support available for those not currently in asylum accommodation.

The instruction to local authorities to support everyone who was rough sleeping or in accommodation where they could not self-isolate into safe emergency accommodation meant that all local authorities reported an increase in support being provided for people with NRPF, including EEA nationals without entitlements to benefits. In some cases, local authorities reported accommodating quite significant numbers of individuals but with an awareness that the support they were able to offer, beyond emergency accommodation, was limited.

For EEA nationals in particular there was an emphasis on the link between employment and homelessness and specifically in the context of tied accommodation within both the hospitality and agricultural industries.

“There was a Romanian chap from an agricultural setting who was getting cancer treatment and lost his job and his accommodation on the farm and he was getting treatment in [local hospital] and that was really difficult because he spoke no English at all and he, because of the chemo that he was getting, they couldn’t get him to do a negative test, so we had a real difficulty getting accommodation for him.” (LA Scotland)

“Definitely we’ve had people coming onto the streets from accommodation that accompanied a job and definitely we’ve had people coming from backpackers, for example, that you know, particularly EEA nationals who were working, living in a backpackers, the backpacker closes and that kind of thing” (LA England)

“It’s normally more EEA nationals without entitlement because of the agriculture and fishing industries” (LA Scotland)

The ongoing challenges of supporting people with NRPF throughout the pandemic is discussed in more detail in sections 3.3 and 5.1.

Relationship breakdown

Relationship breakdown, both between partners and wider familial relationship breakdown, was also highlighted by both services and local authorities as an increasing cause of homelessness. While relationship breakdown is traditionally one of the leading causes of homelessness it is perhaps not unexpected that the increased pressures of lockdown would be a driving factor behind more people seeking local authority support.

“There were people that we found sleeping in cars because the partner’s thrown them out because they couldn’t live in the same house on lockdown all the time.” (LA England)

“I was incredibly shocked by the number asked to leave by family and friends, I mean that’s more than doubled in the – well it’s about double isn’t it, 91 to 185, it’s an incredible jump from the same period.” (LA England)

“Just the issue of everybody being in the same building the whole time on lockdown I think has caused rifts in families and people unable to live with each other.” (LA England)

However, what is notable is relationship breakdown driven specifically by factors related to the pandemic. This was particularly highlighted in the context of multigenerational households where younger members were not adhering to social distancing rules.

“What we were finding behind sort of those presentations, in some cases, it was, again due to issues at home, because that youngster was not adhering to COVID guidelines to stay in and self-isolate.” (LA Wales)

“There are relationship breakdowns that have come out of the pressures that have existed for families and households around COVID, young people who have been flouting the lockdown rules, and that’s been the final straw for Mum and Dad or Gran and Granddad, who are feeling very vulnerable.” (LA Scotland)

Economic drivers of homelessness

While the immediate economic impact of the pandemic on homelessness was starting to become evident in the first wave of the sector survey, it is in the second wave and local authority interviews that the wider impact starts to become apparent.

In the first wave of the sector survey 60 per cent of respondents reported that they had seen an increase in people who were recently unemployed requiring support from their services. However, this was the only economic driven cohort identified in the areas with the highest increase with the majority being those detailed above such as sofa surfers, those fleeing domestic abuse, and relationship breakdowns. Conversely in wave two the top three groups that have seen an increase were all related to broader economic trends particularly in the labour market: people who are recently unemployed (81%), people who have been furloughed (69%), and people experiencing homelessness for the first time (68%).

Local authorities also reported on this shift in profile of those seeking support as the months from the start of the pandemic progressed and those losing jobs, or who were furloughed started to struggle with their housing costs.
Research from Joseph Roundtree Foundation (JRF) in October found that an estimated 700,000 households were already in rent arrears, and 2.5 million renting households across Great Britain are worried about meeting their housing costs between October and January 2021. 43

The future anxieties and how anticipation of wider economic impact of the pandemic and impending recession is discussed in section 4.2. However, what is evident from this research is that while the initial increase in homelessness likely came from people who were already particularly vulnerable to being pushed into street homelessness, such as those already in precarious housing situations such as sofa surfers, as time has progressed the wider impact of the pandemic on the economy is increasing the number of people at risk of homelessness. Without the structural factors that support people from being pushed into homelessness, such as a welfare system that ensures people cover the cost of rent and sufficient affordable housing, there is a real risk of a significant increase in homelessness across the country as the economic impact of the pandemic hits.

2.3. Support needs

In both waves of the sector survey respondents reported an increase in support needs among the people that they were seeing within their services: with an 88 per cent increase in wave one and a 77 per cent increase in wave two.

Unsurprisingly, in both waves the two main support need highlighted are loneliness and isolation, and support around mental health. These are endemic issues across the general public throughout the pandemic but in the context of individuals living in hotel rooms, or insecure and poor-quality housing the increased impact on mental health must be considered. Likewise, in a time of a significant increase in homelessness across the country as the economic impact of the pandemic hits.

Consistent with what we know about the profile of people experiencing homelessness during the earlier months of the pandemic, and the emergency nature of the response aside from digital exclusion, in the first wave of the sector survey the wider support needs were related to more pressing crisis support, particularly around access to food. In the first wave of the survey 82 per cent of respondents said their primary support focus was on helping people to access basic needs and services such as food supplies and items for basic hygiene needs. With 78 per cent stating that wider services such as reduced access to food banks had caused challenges in the support they were able to offer.

Conversely in the wave two survey, while digital needs remain consistent, respondents started to identify support needs that suggested more cumulative economic issues such as rent arrears (84%) or financial and debt needs (80%). Again, this is representative of what is known about the changing profile of people experiencing homelessness as the pandemic has progressed.

Likewise, local authorities across the country reported growing concerns with rent arrears, both within their own housing stock but also concerns around what was unseen in the private rented sector:

“While people are furloughed and getting 80% of their salary, that is okay. But we have got lots of people who haven’t been able to access that, lots of people in the gig economy and self-employment who probably haven’t been well-supported through the relevant schemes that the government have for those people.” (LA England)

“Whilst people are furloughed and getting 80% of their salary, that is okay. But we have got lots of people who haven’t been able to access that, lots of people in the gig economy and self-employment who probably haven’t been well-supported through the relevant schemes that the government have for those people.” (LA Wales)
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3.1. Remote working

The immediate impact on Housing Options services across the country was the shift to remote working. For many local authorities, this was an overnight shift from being in an office one day to working from home, while for others, there was a more gradual shift or an intent to maintain some ongoing physical presence to allow for face to face contact.

“So, my staff just all started working from home, just invented a way of people applying without having to see anyone face to face and have just gone to a telephone and email-based service.” (LA England)

“What we also did very early on, was again, we didn’t know how many staff could become ill, so we created a new phone contact number, as well, we were split into six different housing offices, and there was that same concern about our contact centre as well, you know, becoming limited in what they could do, so we created our own housing options and homelessness phone number, and it rings on every single member of our team’s phone… So that helped as well, because it meant that we always knew we’d be able to provide a consistent phone service to people without having to go through lots of hoops or wait in queues to get through to us.” (LA Scotland)

“Obviously we are sort of under pressure to get all the information that we can over the telephone in terms of risks etc. So, we are developed sort of new assessment forms, new risk assessments, new ways for clients to be able to communicate with us quickly and effectively.” (LA Wales)

In relation to supporting people who are at risk of homelessness but are currently housed, the support needs remained consistent between the two waves of the survey with much of the need focussed around housing affordability and issues related to benefits.

In terms of homelessness prevention, local authorities also echoed concerns around Universal Credit, particularly in the context of those who were newly moving onto benefits:

“If people have been made redundant, then obviously they have the opportunity to claim Universal Credit. The housing element – we know that there’s delays in the process built-in, so people are automatically going to fall into rent arrears” (LA Wales)

“And increasing numbers of people claiming Universal Credit, so the inherent delays in that process. And whether or not we have direct payment arrangements for rents and whether those residents are able to meet their rent liabilities; they get payment of their Universal Credit direct to themselves, you know, are they able to meet their rent liability amongst all the other challenges that they may face at the moment?” (LA England)

What this meant was developing whole new systems of access, applications and assessments that could be carried out remotely. In most cases this has meant a shift to a telephone-based service.

Chart 2.3: Top five reported challenges related to supporting people currently housed and at risk of homelessness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave 1</th>
<th>Wave 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental health support</td>
<td>Mental health support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation of tenants</td>
<td>Social isolation of tenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues related to Universal Credit</td>
<td>Issues related to Universal Credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to harm reduction support</td>
<td>Access to harm reduction support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to pay utilities</td>
<td>Inability to cover the cost of rent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updating tenants on emerging public health recommendations</td>
<td>Updating tenants on emerging public health recommendations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Local authority response

Shifting to remote working while developing new processes to ensure that those needing help from Housing Options services were not missing out on support was a significant undertaking for local authorities and while there is acknowledgement that it was not a perfect transition, there has been considerable learning from local authorities around what this might mean for future practice.

“Taking homeless applications remotely was a significant change for us, so previously, folks would have travelled to their nearest office to be seen face-to-face to complete a homeless application, make a homeless presentation, but we now do it over the phone, which is, I think we’ll be carrying on doing that.” (LA Scotland)

Local authorities did approach this with creativity exploring not just telephone lines but how to use alternative means of communicating to ensure that people were able to access support:

“We just wanted to make sure that there was an option for folk, so we set up a WhatsApp business, WhatsApp for Business on a phone that I monitor, and that was advertised on the website and widely and it just gave folks advice that it was manned from eight in the morning until eight at night, and it was just a way, an additional way of contacting us, and it has been used and it continues to be used.’ (LA Scotland)

There was acknowledgement that remote access either via telephone or email was not accessible to everyone who might require support and there were different approaches to tackling this, from keeping physical presence in specific services, to working through outreach partners, or distributing phones so that individuals were able to contact Housing Options:

“We have a hub which we did actually manage to keep open that provides a range of services for rough sleepers. We kept it open for a while on a reduced scale but still as drop-in and then I can’t remember when but fairly quickly we closed it to drop-in and opened it as appointment-only because social distancing was becoming nigh on impossible. But we kept it open with appointments throughout which I think, given that our Outreach Team was working at 60% capacity at its best and a lower at some points, was as pretty impressive achievement.” (LA England)

“We’ve issued in excess of 300 burner mobile phones which has meant that we’ve maintained very good contact” (LA Scotland)

While the focus on remote working for local authorities has been around setting up accessible services for people requiring support there were acknowledged positive unanticipated consequences around flexibility and collaborative working. These included more joined up and quicker referral processes and implementing ‘real time’ multi agency working using digital platforms.

“So whereas before we might have gone down to, say, for example, the X Project, which is a place in [local authority area] which kind of provides a safe space for female sex workers, and we would have gone down there for a couple of hours every week, and they would have kind of arranged for some of their women to be there to speak to us. There was a level of ineffectiveness to that, because we would be there, the women might show up, they might not show up, and the workers might be busy, they might not be busy. And we’re now in a position where we can say, “Well actually, if you’ve got a woman with you, no matter when it is, if it’s during opening hours, just give us a ring and we’ll do the assessment there and then, we’ll do a three-way call with you on the phone, and then we’ll stay in touch and follow up.” (LA England)

“In the old days, so pre-COVID when you’d spend most of your life going to meetings and – actual meetings, sitting in a room etc. so that, we had all sorts of partnerships with that but during the pandemic everything’s switched on to Microsoft Teams for a start which is a lot easier, once you get used to it. And, we’ve a couple of examples, so our Violence Against Women Partnership that I participate in, that’s a multi-agency group that used to meet quarterly-ish in a sit-down meeting. We’ve now got a weekly catch-up meeting with all the partners through that on Microsoft Teams which is great because it’s kind of real time information that you’re discussing, it’s real time problem solving. It’s a bit more operational than the old meeting would be, it was slightly more strategic but the, over the period of doing that once a week, the relationships with all these providers, third sector and police etc. have definitely been strengthened, there’s no question about it.” (LA Scotland)

3.2. Emergency accommodation

The most significant intervention that governments across all three nations made was the instruction to bring ‘Everyone In’ or provide emergency accommodation for everyone rough sleeping, at risk of rough sleeping, or in unsafe accommodation throughout the pandemic. This was an enormous undertaking for local authorities and the challenge of this was reflected on by local authorities.

“But the major challenges we’ve had are this massive channel shift that we had to do overnight, and the pressures created by the Everyone In policy” (LA England)

“I suppose for us it’s when the government change the guidance to say that everybody has to be placed – that created huge problems for us. We’ve only limited units of temporary accommodation; we’ve got about 62 units of temporary accommodation ... and just at shutdown, you know, they were always full. So suddenly then to everybody ... because we’ve always recognised in [local authority area] we’ve got a sofa-surfing culture ... and obviously that started breaking down at lockdown or just as lockdown was happening and going, the first couple of weeks of lockdown ... suddenly all these relationships were breaking down and we had an influx then of single-person applications and not just single, we’ve had single parents, relationship breakdowns, we’ve had a mixture and suddenly to find accommodation for all those, that was really difficult for us.” (LA Wales)

Nevertheless, local authorities approached their responsibility under the respective governments’ instruction seriously with a varied approach to providing housing that did have distinct trends across the three nations. In England there was an overwhelming need to utilise commercial hotels, in Wales there was a more varied mix of hotels, B&Bs and existing temporary accommodation stock, and in Scotland outside of large city centres this was mainly provided through current stock, although this did include stock that was being phased out in anticipation of the Unsuitable Temporary Accommodation Order. Student accommodation and other forms of available self-contained housing was also utilised.
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“We find ourselves in the position where, for us, we had a 400% increase in the number of people in TA, more at times. Our average is 30 to 40, and at the peak of the pandemic, we had 230 people in TA. And the cost of that and the work involved in managing that is something that we haven’t had to do for sort of seven/eight years. So there was a really significant challenge.” (LA England)

“I think at the height of the COVID we were having about 35 presentations a week, and we are usually about around the 20 mark.” (LA Scotland)
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We were quite fortunate that at the start of all this, we had lots of empty properties in our temporary accommodation portfolio sitting, so we quite a lot of capacity to work with and we didn’t really need to take on any, well we didn’t take on any additional units.” (LA Scotland)

“One of the biggest concerns local authorities flagged with ‘Everyone In’ was the manner in which it was communicated to them, particularly in England, with a feeling that it was not communicated to the right people effectively, nor was the guidance followed through with in a timely manner.”

“The ‘Everyone In’ letter went to all Chief Executives of local authorities but as you know that could have been sat on their desk for weeks before they even looked at it. I think that the clarity around the bid and where the money’s come from as been really poor and it’s not been really clear around what’s happening.” (LA England)

“You know the funny thing, well not the funny thing, I mean we didn’t get the letter from government did we really? I mean we got it because Sky News told us all about it and that was the first bit of indication that we had, because this was the Thursday wasn’t it, I remember it, it was the Thursday before the weekend and all of a sudden we were hearing all this. ‘Every rough sleeper has to be accommodated’ (LA England)

“We think some of it is muddied, some of it just gets rushed out. Some of it doesn’t make a lot of sense and personally, I’m not quite sure they really know what they’re trying to do. I even think only the word ‘COVID’ was being thrown at us all the time. And it wasn’t ... it was just an expectation that the local authority has got the responsibility and that is it, it’s over to you.” (LA Wales)

Because I do think sometimes, you know, I’m not sure whether Welsh Government appreciates the complex situation the local authorities have been in ... and it’s great to say, you know, well there’s £20 million and then there’s £10 million for homelessness and another so many million to get rough sleepers off the street ... but how you manage those individuals as well. If that resource comes to an end, how are we as the local authority going to fund it? (LA Wales)

Despite the challenges local authorities faced in delivering emergency accommodation to everyone experiencing rough sleeping the intervention was undoubtedly a success, not only in the achievements of local authorities to be able to accommodate so many people so quickly but also the health impact. ONS data reported that of the 26th June 2020,16 people had died of coronavirus whilst homeless in England, and there had been zero coronavirus deaths in Wales. A study published in the Lancet estimated that the interventions carried out had prevented hundreds of additional deaths from COVID-19, and had managed to maintain an infection rate of only 4 per cent among the population of people experiencing homelessness. In contrast,
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The ongoing pressures on local authorities to continue to accommodate and support individuals into permanent housing should not be underestimated, but nor should the immense success of the scheme in saving lives and preventing a public health crisis. With increasing numbers of people going back on to the streets including new people rough sleeping the importance of maintaining the support for people at risk of, or experiencing rough sleeping as Great Britain enters the second wave of the pandemic and winter approaches is evident.

3.3. Disapplying of eligibility rules

As part of the urgency to ensure all rough sleepers were accommodated throughout the pandemic governments in England and Wales suspended priority need requirements, and the Westminster government gave instruction to accommodate all people sleeping rough and in unsafe accommodation. This included accommodating people with No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF). In Scotland, where there was already no priority need restrictions, Scottish government specified that local authorities should support those with NRPF, alongside those who would have had their statutory duty discharged.

The question on the impact of the lifting priority need was only asked in the second wave of the survey where 94 per cent responded that it had been helpful in supporting people experiencing homelessness. Likewise, there was a very positive response to local authorities being able to accommodate those with NRPF, with 82 per cent of wave one respondents, and 95 per cent of wave two respondents responding positively to this change. For local authorities in England and Wales the lifting of priority need overnight had a significant impact both in the way that they operate and the number of people they now had to accommodate:

‘I mean obviously it had a huge impact because the focus went to getting everybody in very quickly and I’m talking about within hours. One minute we were doing priority need assessments and the next minute we were doing priority needs assessments but we were still placing and putting everyone in. I think that’s had a big impact.’ (LA England)

‘I would suggest that those singles that are now in our temporary accommodation, which has increased significantly, they were probably the ones that pre-Covid, would have been owed a duty by the local authority to assist them to look for accommodation and source accommodation. However, they wouldn’t have been entitled to or we wouldn’t have had a statutory obligation to provide them with temporary accommodation then.’ (LA Wales)

This was even more impactful when looking at those with NRPF with local authorities across the country highlighting how this changed their approach, although some authorities had started moving on this prior to any official announcement:

“We decided before there was any government guidance about the recourse to public funds that we would take a position of moral responsibility rather than statutory requirement in terms of recourse to public funds.” (LA Scotland)

Interestingly although the broader perception may be that the ‘Everyone In’ or equivalent schemes in Scotland and Wales have been drawing to a close the majority of those local authorities interviewed reported that they were still accommodating people regardless of eligibility requirements and continuing to support people regardless of prior legislative rights:

‘Yeah, we’re still doing ‘Everybody In’. We’re absolutely covering the government line which says there is still a line that says ‘Everybody In’.” (LA England)

“So, we’ve just taken the approach that anybody who’s been given a duty since the Covid lockdown up until now, it will continue unless we are told otherwise, that they do get a Section 75 (a duty on councils to secure accommodation for applicants in priority need)” (LA Wales)

“That approach is still in place at the moment, because we would still class ourselves as being under an emergency health situation; that’s not been lifted, so that situation would still be the case, yeah.” (LA Scotland)

However, this was not universal with some local authorities in England reporting that they were starting to introduce stricter eligibility for those seeking help:

“So, we have begun to tighten that a little bit and we are now being a lot more robust with homelessness checks, which we were told we shouldn’t be doing at the very beginning – it was just, ‘Accept if someone said they had nowhere to go.’ And we are saying to people who are not in priority need, we’re not going to accommodate them in the first instance.” (LA England)

For many local authorities there is growing anxiety around how long the expectation of providing emergency COVID-19 accommodation will continue for and how they are expected to maintain this level of support without additional move-on options or funding for increasing their temporary accommodation stock:

“and nobody knows when the right time is going to be to stop that and to kind of wind this up, where priority it’s let’s stop putting people in and let’s start managing those people that are in,” in readiness for them – what date do we decide is going to be the date they all have to leave?” (LA England)

The increasing disparity between local authorities as time progresses appears to mainly be down to lack of communication from government. In Scotland local authorities were consistently aware that the public health emergency that required the intervention in March was still ongoing and therefore they were to continue. The updated action plan from HARSAG published in June 2020 explicitly stated that while the COVID-19 pandemic is ongoing local authorities were to continue to ensure that any household that needs it will be provided with self-contained emergency accommodation instead of sleeping rough or in a
congregate night shelter.\footnote{In Wales where there has been significant communication around phase 2 there was no inconsistency between the local authorities spoken to, all were aware that they were to keep accommodating people as they progressed to planning their move-on from emergency accommodation. However, in England there was an increasing lack of universal approach to ‘Everyone In’ with some local authorities stopping entirely, some increasing eligibility restrictions; and some continuing as they have been doing since March.}

“In terms of the current situation as is, I suppose we’re in a position now to look to some degree, our access into temporary accommodation is returning to normality, so it’s less than ‘Everyone In’, and more a general, you know, normal. ‘Do we owe a duty?’ but with the same caveats we’d kind of always had, that we discussed previously around people, you know, if they are going to rough sleep, we’ll kind of accommodate them.” (LA England)

The consequences of this lack of clarity means that where local authorities are stopping Everyone In, or reducing the extent to which they are delivering the scheme, the numbers of people experiencing rough sleeping will continue to increase, whilst in the midst of the second wave of the pandemic and as winter approaches.

3.4 Move on and housing need

One of the biggest challenges facing local authorities is the ability to successfully move those housed in emergency COVID-19 accommodation into permanent and secure housing. It is positive to see in the MHCLG statistics release for England that in September 2020, 18,911 people have been moved either into settled accommodation or a rough sleeping pathway. This is nearly two-thirds (64%) of the reported number of people housed through the ‘Everyone In’ scheme in England. However, there are still significant numbers remaining in hotels or other emergency accommodation, and with continued flow of people requiring support the importance of effective move-on pathways is paramount.

For many local authorities the approach to move-on was assessment of support need and developing appropriate pathways accordingly:

“Basically what we did is when we got the high number in of the 230-odd, we split them into four groups – low needs, where we looked, we went into private rented, with or without support; medium needs, where we looked at social housing with support; high need, where we looked at supported housing, and then what we called kind of our extreme complex cases, which, you know, were never more than kind of a dozen at a time, where we were making quite individual plans for those people and maybe looking at kind of spot-commissioning, that kind of stuff.” (LA England)

“The low-level needs people we will be looking for private rented or for a normal council or registered provider let for them.” (LA England)

One of the challenges highlighted has been the historic blockages in the system that have clogged up pathways whereby, for example, affordability issues in the private rented sector have prevented those in supported housing from moving out and therefore preventing someone housed through COVID-19 emergency provision from moving into supported housing.
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The housing pressures local authorities are facing in terms of identifying appropriate options for people to move into are not new. Lack of social housing and issues around affordability in the private rented sector have been causing challenges for local authorities for many years. However, the intensity of the support provided during the pandemic has really heightened both the need for more affordable housing options, and demonstrated the strain that a lack of affordable housing puts on the homelessness system. Without sufficient housing supply local authorities will be left either continuing to accommodate people in unsuitable temporary accommodation for long periods of time, or in the worst-case scenarios ending their support and leaving the pathway but it’s going to be very difficult to find in the private rented sector so they can of course be prioritised for social housing allocation, but that’s not the majority of people. But nonetheless in a bid to grab the bull by the horns we’ve already made a number of direct offers to residents of the pathway hostels of social housing and will be helping them to move out shortly when it’s safe for them to do so.” (LA England)

The ability to make direct lets into social housing rather than being solely dependent on either supported accommodation or private rented sector lets opened up pathways for people housed in emergency accommodation allowing for more flow through the system, and in some cases ensure that they did not have an increase in occupancy within temporary accommodation.

“We put a system in place to prioritise, to obviously prioritise homeless people because that’s what the Scottish Government guidance told us to do but within that also to prioritise people in temporary accommodation to move on. Because that then gave us that unit of temporary accommodation to use for somebody else. So, we managed to keep that flowing through the system and if we hadn’t done that, we would have had to create more temporary accommodation ... so, we’ve come through this with the same portfolio that we had at the start, a slightly higher occupancy rate than we did in March but otherwise, everything is pretty much as it was.” (LA Scotland)

Challenges within finding appropriate housing within the private sector both in terms of supply and affordability were highlighted as being barriers to moving people out of emergency accommodation and increasing the pressure on local authorities, particularly in areas where there is a time limit on hotel provision.

“There’s a very small private sector in [local authority area], especially for single applicants under the age of 35 ... so that is a huge pressure for us.” (LA Wales)

“The challenge is around affordability in [local authority area]. It’s quite expensive and trying to keep something affordable and for people to keep their accommodation is a tricky one, it’s hard. So, that would be, that’s the major challenge.” (LA England)

“It is our supply of accommodation that is the limiting factor to a certain extent, however much advice and information we can give people, if they are in desperate need and we can’t find them accommodation because it is just not available. Then, obviously, it is failing at that point.” (LA England)

Another issue that local authorities faced was pre-existing provision that was not appropriate for the pandemic in that it was focussed around shared facilities, and therefore reduced the stock available to them.

“The other issue was we’ve got a lot of commissioned services in [local authority area] that are quite old and legacy supported housing providers and therefore a lot of those properties were shared facilities, shared kitchens and bathrooms. We’ve had to look at that.” (LA England)

“The flat-share thing’s not been great. I was just talking to somebody about that today, because we pretty much just said, well, we can’t fill a vacant room in a shared flat, because it goes against the spirit of the social distancing regulations. We couldn’t ask somebody to have a new household living with them, and we’re, I think, at a point where we really need to look at: how do we do that with flat-shares? – because the level of urgency around COVID comes and goes, and as it waxes and wanes, I think we need to have a way where we can still use shared flats safely for people.” (LA Scotland)

The housing pressures local authorities are facing in terms of identifying appropriate options for people to move into are not new. Lack of social housing and issues around affordability in the private rented sector have been causing challenges for local authorities for many years. However, the intensity of the support provided during the pandemic has really heightened both the need for more affordable housing options, and demonstrated the strain that a lack of affordable housing puts on the homelessness system.

“IT kind of feels as if, admittedly, COVID has arrived within a short space of time, but the housing crisis has been brewing for 20/30 years plus, and we’re now really – as we are in the midst of this crisis – now feeling the real fall-out. We’ve talked for years about a shortage of social housing, and the general housing crisis; now we are feeling it even more, because we’ve got more people in than we have done previously, and we need to support those people onto long-term settled accommodation, so I think, yeah, that’s the big pressure point.” (LA Wales)

For those with NRPF there are very limited move-on options. In the case of EEA nationals the focus is around employability for those who are work ready.

“What we are doing at the moment is doing some work with the DWP because they’ve got some employability money to see if we can bring in some work coaches so that we can get people into work, before March 2021 but also all our other cohorts are people that are in emergency accommodation if we can actually sort of get some work coaches in and do that work because we’ve got a captive audience and people are engaging with us at the moment.” (LA England)

However, for those who are not work ready or who are not allowed to work there are increasing challenges for local authorities - this is explored further in section 5.1.

3.5. Funding

Each government across Great Britain allocated resource differently to the emergency housing of people experiencing rough sleeping, and the variation in this is echoed across local authorities’ perceptions of how effectively they have been supported financially.

In England there was significant concerns raised around funding, and how initial output for the Everyone In phase was not sufficient and therefore all subsequent funding is catching up with previous outlay.

“When we first had Everybody In the government allocated a sum of money to each local authority that they could bid for. Ours was £xxx,xxx. We probably spent that in a week.” (LA England)

“‘So, the resources while welcomed are nowhere near enough to actually help us. We’re not a particularly cash rich local authority so we are struggling and we will have to struggle on and try and make and prioritise where we can going forward and that would include homelessness in particular.” (LA England)
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“Any funding we get will pretty much be to cover the cost of the accommodation, and ancillary costs. So, for example, a large unexpected cost for us was security. We had to have 24-hour security on every site that we were using. That is way more expensive than you would think, it really, really is. So the bulk of the money that we get to meet the costs will go to accommodation costs and will go to the ancillary costs to run things like security. And then will go to the rehousing costs.” (LA England)

Frustrations were also raised with the short-term approach to subsequent funding pots announced and the expectation of what was required to turn around the necessary bids:

“And then there’s the two new pots of money that have just come out. And to be quite frank, what they’re asking for and the timeline with the money that they’ve got is how anybody can make anything fit I don’t know.” (LA England)

“It’s really impossible to plan and work on short-term funding. You know, every time a funding stream is announced it’s for a year or the rest of the year and they want you to actually put in place really quickly. And it’s almost like you’re making your services fit the funding ask rather than saying, “Actually as a city this is what we need”” (LA England)

There was also concern raised around the feasibility of what was required of local authorities to deliver on funding expectations, particularly around the Next Steps funding:

“But the Next Steps funding they’re asking for 3,500 more bed spaces to be made available for rough sleepers and they have to be built and you have to be able to refer rough sleepers to go into them by March 2021. So, they’re saying it can be new build but I do not know any local authority who can new build something from nothing in that short space of time. You can do a refurbishment or an acquisition of property. You can do a long lease. Or you can look at a registered provider who can provide property.” (LA (England)

“There’s an announcement of funding, but only fairly general ones, and it is relatively short-term. I think the message from us would be, let’s have some long-term commitment, some long-term strategies, so that we can actually commit to doing things. It is very difficult for local authorities to instigate some capital programmes at very short notice, you know, particularly accommodation-based where you have got to acquire properties, get planning permission, do renovations, whatever you need to do. That is not something that can happen overnight...A longer term, more balanced approach, from our point of view, would allow us to get those plans in place and to see long-term funding arrangements in place, as well.” (LA England)

In Wales, there was less concern than in England about whether the initial funding was sufficient to cover costs of providing emergency accommodation but there were growing anxieties around funding for their phase 2 planning beyond the commitment made to March 2021, and the sustainability of their plans to make sure they were able to move people through from emergency accommodation.

“I think, if we don’t receive long-term continuation of funding, it’s going to be a challenge, isn’t it? We’re working with more people in a more intensive way, which is what we want to do, so that people don’t return to homelessness, or are less likely to come back through – then we need to offer more support, which is going to cost money.” (LA Wales)

“I do think sometimes, you know, I’m not sure whether the Welsh Government appreciates the complexity the situation the local authorities have been in. It’s great to say, you know, well there’s £20 million and then there’s £10 million for homelessness and another so many million to get rough sleepers off the street but [it’s] how you manage those individuals as well. If that turns to come to an end, how are we as the local authority going to fund it? Because all our Housing Support Grant is committed to the support services. Yes, we can reconfigure some of our support services but we’re never going to be able to manage the number of cases and clients’ needs.” (LA Wales)

For some local authorities the opportunities presented by phase 2 funding have enhanced the offers that they will be able to provide beyond the pandemic:

“COVID as a whole has given us the opportunity to apply for different funding for different things, like phase 2 plans for instance...we’ve put plans in place but then there’s £10 million given full allocation for that. So, for the first time in forever in [local authority area] we will have money to provide extra supported units, and that’s what we’re lacking very much so. So, if you’re looking at it from that side, we’ll have something at the end of COVID that we didn’t have before.” (LA Wales)

In Scotland there was significantly less concern specifically around homelessness spend and reflected that they had in the most part been able to access the emergency monies that they needed.

“Emergency funding generally went much more into the council as such, you know, so we’ve been charging various things to a Covid code, and so things like additional hotel rooms, for example, block booking rooms and stuff, or if properties were coming empty or stuff like that has all been going to a Covid code, we’ll be looking to recover that from emergency funding.” (LA Scotland)

“This opportunity for us to work within the hotels ensures that we’re able to actually now respond to the treatment and care needs as well as assess risk and vulnerability of individuals as well so that’s principally how we are going to be taking forwards our response to managing the population just now, we’ve also given a financial commitment just now. Now I know we’re at that kind of cusp of COVID spend from the Scottish Government (that) was effectively up until the beginning of October...I suppose what we have got is a financial commitment at the moment will be picked up by the Health and Social Care Partnership” (LA Scotland)

These reflections were tempered by longer term concerns about the financial situations of local authorities post the pandemic:

“I think you’ll see, going forward, that council will have to make very, very wide-ranging cutbacks, because they’re all in such financial difficulties. And there’s no doubt, we can’t say, ‘Well, you know, we’re more important than somebody’s education,’ or, ‘We’re more important than something else,’ you know, so I think you’ll find that councils will end up being asked to make the same kind of cuts across all services, unless something was ringfenced to protect it in some way.” (LA Scotland)

Although expressed to different degrees, local authorities across all
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3.6. Local partnerships
Something highlighted across all local authorities spoken to was the value of local partnerships in managing to continue to deliver support throughout the pandemic and ongoing planning into the winter. Collaborative working varied from joining up to provide support within hotels or emergency accommodation, supporting outreach efforts, or wider cross-sector involvement bringing in other health and social care services. As highlighted in section 3.1 in many cases the benefits of remote working were identified as helping to facilitate partnership working.

“We’ve got a silver command cell group, it was set up in the early days, very much at the start of the pandemic, where we were meeting up with partner agencies via Zoom or Teams or Skype... And that involved our partners and ourselves, our third sector providers, probation, police, mental health services were dialling in, so when we were having tricky situations, let’s say complex situations, we were obviously, on a daily basis, we were trying to put the support in or try and resolve the situation as promptly as possible.” (LA Wales)

“We’ve been known to have 60 agencies in that one Zoom meeting to actually make sure that we give wraparound support to everybody who’s in that position. So, yeah, we’ve done a lot of collaboration. We’ve done joint papers to the CCG and our sort of decision-making structure around virtual consultations with doctors and nurses. We’ve done joint papers with community safety about extra police help. So, yeah, it’s been great. And I think one of the really, really good things that we’ve got to do is just keep that going really in some form or another.” (LA England)

“There was a case yesterday, it wasn’t particularly out of the ordinary but it was fairly obvious there was a need for a sort of professionals meeting to discuss because there was input from different agencies, social work, housing. It was a care experienced young person that it was about and under the old way of doing things, we would have set a professionals meeting up for that but the difference is that we would have had to check everybody’s calendar, would need to book a meeting room, realistically it was fairly urgent but even with that, it would probably have been certainly some time next week, possibly towards the end of next week or even the following week, whereas we were able to just arrange that for today and have that discussion pretty much straight away [on zoom], do you know what I mean? So, it’s just – it’s great.” (LA Scotland)

Encouragingly it is not just local authorities who are perceiving increased partnership working with services across both waves of the sector speaking positively about the collaborative working in their local area. In wave one 70 per cent of respondents said that they had been part of a local co-ordinated approach to supporting people experiencing homelessness, in wave two this had increased to 81 per cent. In wave two respondents were asked specifically about their perceptions of the longevity of these relationships with a 91 per cent reporting that they felt the partnerships would sustain beyond the pandemic.

The huge shift in way of working across statutory and voluntary services and the demand to provide an unprecedented level of support was massive undertaking, that in many areas of the country it led to a pulling together of the sector and a strengthening of relationships that are hoped to endure may be a significant positive legacy of the pandemic.
Governments across Great Britain moved to enact policy changes that looked to both support people who were currently homeless and to try to prevent homelessness amongst those at risk. As chapter 3 has explored, these interventions were hugely substantial in moving to accommodate all rough sleepers amongst other changes, and were some of the most significant actions taken to support people experiencing homelessness in the world during the pandemic. Within both waves of the survey all of the policy changes were perceived beneficially, although some were seen to have had a more significant impact than others.

4.1. Welfare

There were a number of welfare related interventions announced in the weeks following the start of the pandemic: Local Housing Allowance (LHA) rates across the UK have been realigned to cover the bottom third of rents for 12 months, there has been a temporary increase of £20 per month in the Universal Credit (UC) standard allowance, and practical changes were also made to pause deductions for benefit overpayments, and to ensure no one is sanctioned during the public health emergency. Deductions and the ability to impose a sanction has since been resumed.

The majority of survey respondents in both the first and second wave of the survey responded that specific welfare changes had been helpful in supporting people experience homelessness. In particular relaxation of Universal Credit conditionality and suspension of deductions for benefit overpayments were seen as the most beneficial intervention by respondents from the first wave of the survey, with 91 per cent (93) of respondents reporting that these changes had helped.

The increase in LHA was also perceived to be helpful by 82 per cent of respondents in the first wave of the survey, rising to 89 per cent in the second wave. However, there were mixed perceptions on the impact of the LHA rate increase by local authorities. Whilst some local authorities reported that it had been solely beneficial:

“In relation to the LHA rates, my manager that runs all the private sector initiatives, has commented that that’s helpful in terms of the LHA rates being a little bit more generous, in terms of getting people in to the private sector.” (LA Scotland)

However, many respondents highlighted issues with increased LHA rates pushing people into the benefit cap and therefore, although beneficial to some extent reducing the impact of the changes:

“Yeah, the government giveth and taketh away don’t they, on the same hand. And whilst I’m more than happy with the uplift, the trouble is it just pushes more families in to benefit cap world and so obviously a lot of our families that come to us are ben capped and so actually when it comes to accessing two and three bed properties, then it hasn’t been helpful.” (LA England)

“Yeah, the government giveth and taketh away don’t they, on the same hand. And whilst I’m more than happy with the uplift, the trouble is it just pushes more families in to benefit cap world and so obviously a lot of our families that come to us are ben capped and so actually when it comes to accessing two and three bed properties, then it hasn’t been helpful.” (LA England)

“Yeah, the government giveth and taketh away don’t they, on the same hand. And whilst I’m more than happy with the uplift, the trouble is it just pushes more families in to benefit cap world and so obviously a lot of our families that come to us are ben capped and so actually when it comes to accessing two and three bed properties, then it hasn’t been helpful.” (LA Scotland)

“Yeah, the government giveth and taketh away don’t they, on the same hand. And whilst I’m more than happy with the uplift, the trouble is it just pushes more families in to benefit cap world and so obviously a lot of our families that come to us are ben capped and so actually when it comes to accessing two and three bed properties, then it hasn’t been helpful.” (LA England)

“So, increases in LHA can mean that if someone’s rent increases up to the LHA level, they are then subject to the benefit cap. So, they are effectively no better off with an increased rent liability. So, it is not a panacea. It does make things a little bit easier when we are trying to secure accommodation with landlords and it is better for those that aren’t impacted by the benefit cap.” (LA Scotland)

“Although LHA has gone up, the benefit cap has not been removed, so for many people, PRS within [LA area] is going to be unaffordable” (LA England)

Another issue highlighted with the LHA increase was that it was not helping under 35 years olds subject to the Shared Accommodation Rate (SAR):

“the LHA rate increasing was great, that’s fine, but what we’re finding is when you’ve got youngsters, for instance, coming your way, who are under 35, it doesn’t really matter what you do with the LHA, that under-35… really, really helpless situations” (LA Wales)

Although it was emphasised that allowing COVID-19 emergency accommodation to be utilised to exempt under-35s from the SAR had been very beneficial to local authorities in being able to support people out of hotels or other forms of temporary accommodation:

“I think the only difference is around anybody who – and I only found this out very recently – is
that anybody who’s been in the emergency accommodation as a COVID-19 placement and if you’re under 35 won’t be subject to the single person rate... But we’ll get under 35s and I think that particularly people with low needs who we don’t need to provide much support to. Then we’ll benefit from that, putting people into private rented.” (LA England)

“I’ve got a lot of single people who are all in shared but there we are and then of course we’ve got the new changes to the Housing Benefit regulations which is nice, so rough sleepers over 26 to 34, we know that’s – that’s a wonderful bit of change” (LA England)

4.2. Evictions
A pause on evictions was introduced across Great Britain as an intervention to reduce the risk of people becoming homeless and supporting a more preventative approach. The time frame for this pause did vary by nation as the length of time that pandemic lockdown measures would be required became apparent. In Scotland and Wales an initial extension to eviction notice periods was given until September 2020 and then latterly extended until March 2021, and in England the pause expired in September 2020. Despite the pause having ended in England there is clear evidence throughout the research that the pause has had a significant impact on reducing homelessness.

In both waves of the sector survey the greatest decrease in demand amongst support services was amongst private renters threatened with eviction, with 18 per cent of respondents in the first wave and 36 per cent in the second wave reporting a decrease in demand. 47 per cent of respondents in the second wave saw a decrease in renters who had been evicted requiring support.

As set out in section 2.1 local authorities attributed much of the decrease in families requiring support to the pause in evictions. They also discussed benefiting from the increased time bought by delayed evictions to increase prevention activity or plan meaningful alternative accommodation.

“I think certainly the cessation of the evictions... I think what it has done is it allows us breathing space as well to actually try and do some negotiating, mediation as well particularly if circumstances were around about the eviction if it was probably more so to do with defaults from payments rather than behaviours then we could look at that. It also enabled us to look at alternative options, support folk, to move folk into a supported accommodation wherever possible particularly if it meant that they required more supports.” (LA Scotland)

“The people who would have come to us when they got the notice served still have come to us, the work that we would have done to save that tenancy or to look at move-on has still be possible.” (LA England)

However, there is increasing concern about the build-up of households waiting to be served notices as the pauses are lifted across Great Britain – this is discussed further in section 5.2.

The research has highlighted that for the vast majority of services and local authorities, the response to homelessness since March has been of an emergency nature. This chapter examines the next steps being planned at a local and national level in relation to the second wave of the pandemic and thinking about systemic changes needed to meet future need.

5.1 Winter and ongoing emergency provision
Most local authorities who were interviewed spoke about the need to continue some form of hotel provision for the immediate future. However, the ability to fund this on an ongoing basis was raised by every authority we spoke to. Local authorities in England felt conflicted about the current and future need especially in relation to a second pandemic versus the reality of getting continued central government funding to sustain this:

“But again, it’s the public purse and we all have to be mindful of that, you know. So, it can’t just carry on forever because there’s been a pandemic, someone’s still got to pay for it.” (LA England)

Whilst in Scotland authorities felt more reassured by the spending commitment to continue emergency provision for at least up until the new year:

“I know we’re at that kind of cusp of COVID spend from the Scottish Government was effectively up until the beginning of October, what we have got is a financial commitment at the moment will be picked up by the Health and Social Care Partnership depending on discussions with the Scottish Government around about maintaining the hotel population at least until the end of the year and I suspect going in to the New Year as well so that we can make sure that we’re exiting any of the hotels in a planned way so there’s no expectation that we’re closing hotels and expecting people to either find their own accommodation temporary fix or rough sleep so that’s certainly something that is not an intention.” (LA Scotland)

The need for continued funding was also met with a sense of doing the right thing for people in the hotels in their area. Most authorities where
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funding had not been confirmed into winter did not want to appear to be the first area to stop providing emergency accommodation:

“We’re certainly not going to make [LA x] stand out above other councils as being the ones that stopped doing it first, by any stretch of the imagination, but it is an ongoing worry because there’s an ongoing, you know, commitment of money that’s having an impact on the budget, over and above everything else” (LA England)

“Positively, no borough has done that yet. I think every borough is slightly worried that they don’t want to be the first one to sort of, politically to go, ‘Oh no, not doing that anymore’. (LA England)

In some high-pressure local authority areas in England, they were considering how to open winter night shelters again safely based on central government guidance that has been issued. These were mainly looking at how they could transition from shared building arrangements to individual multi-site rooms to cater for increased demand of services they were planning for over winter.

People with no recourse to public funds were repeatedly discussed in the interviews regarding uncertainty on funding for these groups and inconsistent national policies that made medium to long term planning extremely difficult:

‘there’s an enormous amount to do, it’s going to be extraordinarily challenging and the funding position really isn’t clear, especially when it comes to things like no recourse to public funds, but I think the government has almost no intention of investing any additional money in helping homeless people with no recourse to public funds.” (LA England)

This was also reflected in responses to the second wave voluntary sector survey: “A major effort was made by X council and the voluntary sector getting “everyone in” regardless of immigration status. However, this is resource driven and I fear that many individuals with No Recourse to Public Funds will be made street homeless in the next few months.” (Voluntary sector, England)

“The City Council cannot afford to accommodate people with NRPF and have been expressly forbidden from using central government funding for this purpose. Some temporary workaround have been possible, but these are already ending” (Voluntary sector, England)

“So frustrating that we proved that we could make a significant impact on homelessness but, in the case of destitute asylum seekers are now going backwards” (Voluntary sector, England)

Whilst the suspension of derogation policy in England was welcomed as a short-term help for EEA nationals, many local authorities we spoke to found that 3 months was not long enough to work with individuals to get them into work and find sustainable accommodation in the PRS.

In Scotland, the local authorities we interviewed were very conscious of the inter relationship of addressing NRPF homelessness with the Home Office and DWP policies. Whilst the COVID funding had been able to provide temporary accommodation there was uncertainty on what could happen longer term with people in this group:

“I think from our end we’re playing a kind of game of cards just now with the Scottish Government and the Home Office, I think there’s real issues for us…. I think the issue for us is the unknown elements around about where we are both centrally and obviously devolved responsibility for councils and obviously Scotland…No recourse of public funds for me is probably a significant issue both in terms of the balance between the moral human element to this along with the legislative requirements that we have to try and adhere to.” (LA Scotland)

“I think ‘decided’ is the wrong term, but we’ve looked at the government guidance around this, and it seems to be telling us that we need to take a homeless application from the individuals concerned, and give them a homelessness decision, you know: are they homeless, are they unintentionally homeless, and do they have a local connection? So, they will have that. The difficulty, yes, is if they haven’t found employment or they haven’t found a way to get to be seen as a genuine work-seeker again, in terms of how the DWP view them, then the ‘COVID fund’ goes, and that’s keeping the roof over their head; so the only thing we can do is, on a case-by-case basis, be telling people that that’s the situation for them, and trying to find ways to see what it is they want to do.” (LA Scotland)

5.2. Future planning and homelessness trends

The majority of interviews with local authorities were conducted as the first lockdown in England was coming to an end, and restrictions were beginning to ease in Scotland and Wales. Consequently there was a lot of discussion about the need to plan for the second wave of COVID-19 and the likely impact this had on homelessness levels. There were huge concerns about the economic impacts of the pandemic and the furlough scheme coming to an end:

“I think post furlough my anxiety is about the economic impact of COVID and the likely surge of people who might be presenting as destitute, homeless and/or who have lost their jobs, their rented flat and/or certainly their accommodation certainly from the point of view of the economic impact never mind the public health impact so probably one area that we’re also kind of mindful of is that potentially the economic impact is going to then have an additional wave of pressure on services in terms of folk being eligible for accommodation.” (LA Scotland)

“I guess we’ve got this second wave of homelessness that’s going to come, significantly from the private rented sector, and potentially
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Next steps and future planning

This was mirrored in the wave 2 findings of the voluntary sector survey (full findings in chapter 2) which show emerging demand for homelessness services from newly unemployed people and those on the furlough scheme.

Across England, Scotland and Wales there was recognition of the positive effect government policies have had on levels of homelessness during the pandemic, particularly the pause in evictions. However, there were concerns across all areas about the temporary nature of these changes and the impact these may have on homelessness in the future. Timings on the eviction ban is of course staggered across Great Britain but rent arrears and the financial reliance of households were a concern for all.

“...in areas where job losses were already happening and there was a reliance on one or two large employers, the links between economic decline and increased homelessness were an acute concern for housing options teams...” (LA Wales)

“I’d say that’s the biggest challenge with a lot of the COVID risk recovery stuff – is, we know that there are massive risks out there, but pinning it down to how significant that risk is in our local authority area is quite a challenge. We know that we’ve got employers such as xxx who are a huge employer in the local authority catchment area; What is the knock-on effect of that, and how does that trickle its way through the housing market, leading through to homelessness?” (LA Wales)

The 12-month uplift in LHA had opened up more of the market to voluntary sector services and local authorities using the PRS for homelessness prevention and move on. Again, the temporary nature of this change raised questions for local authorities and voluntary sector organisations about how sustainable it was going to be to meet ongoing and future demand. There were also some groups where this change has not been of help as much of the market is still not affordable – young people under the SAR and farm tenants in rent areas affected by the benefit cap.

“Yeah, the government giveth and taketh away don’t they, on the same hand. And whilst I’m more than happy with the uplift, the trouble is it just pushes more families in to benefit cap world and so obviously a lot of our families that come to us aren’t employed and so actually when it comes to accessing two and three bed properties, then it hasn’t been helpful.” (LA England)

“Under 35s against the rents what they charge here is totally unreasonable for our single-person application under 35.” (LA Wales)

The ability to continue with homelessness prevention services had its challenges. Local authorities talked about the need to continue this alongside emergency temporary accommodation measures but structural and funding barriers, including writing off arrears and finding alternative affordable housing options were a challenge.

“So, our biggest kind of concern, anxiety, fear, and it’s probably quite real, is that those sorts of people might end up being made homeless and not being able to resolve their problem in the way that they would’ve been able to do before and having to come to us for help, things like DHF will barely scratch the surface of that and we don’t have a huge pot of money to pay off people’s arrears and things like that even if it’s the obvious thing to do” (LA England)

There was also an overall concern by local authorities about how the impact of increased levels of homelessness coming out of the first wave of the pandemic into a second wave/spike on staff working in homelessness services. As a lot of teams were still working remotely, this posed an additional burden on their ability plan a service remotely and support teams to respond to increased demand for their services:

“If we do suddenly have a huge spike of people, you know, coming through the doors, even though they’re not coming through the doors, but, you know, coming out of the woodwork and what have you, then that will impact on us as a team because obviously their caseloads will increase, that gets harder, and that interaction with people is still all the time – we can’t just go into work.” (LA England)

“But I’m suspecting as we go on and the with issues in the economy and either coming out of lockdown and if we have a second wave if we cannot believe for one minute that homelessness is not going to spike at some point in the near future.” (LA England)

In general, there was a sense of increasing anxiety amongst local authorities about anticipated increases in homelessness ahead, and their inability to plan for this:

“I worry that once furlough lifts and it transpires that those businesses, those places of employment, don’t reopen because they just won’t be able to, even with government help it’s probably just not been enough, or they’ve taken the decision, “You know what, I’m going to cut my losses here, it’s going to be too difficult, I think we will then see the fallout” that’s my biggest fear actually going forward.” (LA England)

I think it’s inevitable there will be an increase, I mean there has to be just through the passage of time if nothing else but there’s also the

owner-occupation, as people’s debt levels go through the roof, and they aren’t protected under the six-month notice and the stays in the courts and stuff – so it’s not just about how we support people who we’ve got today, but what additional capacity is being built in to support the people who are future customers, who are probably rumbling away in the communica...
other part about putting people out there that are, have been affected – had their jobs and income affected and potentially not paid their rent.” (LA Scotland)

“It’s like, you can feel and hear that there’s something coming over the hill in the next few months, that it’s going to be a huge challenge. There’s, I think, a real concern that we don’t know quite what’s going to hit.” (LA England)

“I think it’s just, for us, it’s just the unknown, the, you know, that anticipated increase in homeless presentations that we expect will happen when the current kind of arrangements are changed, and just a...just the unknown aspect of that, you know, and being able to respond and to deal with any significant increase.” (LA Scotland)

5.3 Housing led models and move on

Whilst all nations in Great Britain were required to provide emergency accommodation for everyone experiencing rough sleeping, divergences in delivered housing policy did lead to differences both in initial approach, and perhaps more significantly in move-on options.

The most apparent difference was seen in Scotland where local authorities attributed relative success in move-on pathways and managing their flow of people needing support to the existing work that had been done through their Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans and in planning for the extension of the Unsuitable Temporary Accommodation Order. Whilst for many the pressure of COVID-19 increased the timescales for delivery, that the pathways had already been developed facilitated an easier delivery.

“You didn’t know that you were needing to think about it for COVID, but the actuality was that a lot of what was going to be involved were the same; different timescales and different reasons for doing what we were doing” (LA Scotland)

“If your starting point is that you’ve already got loads of people in temporary accommodation, you don’t have much capacity, you’ve got a big backlog of homeless people waiting on a permanent offer. If that’s your starting point then the only thing that can possibly happen is that the situation gets worse in the pandemic...[you] have to solve that problem first before you can get anywhere near rapid rehousing. So, we had already done all that so the fact that we had lots of capacity in our temp portfolio at the start of the pandemic which, that was a huge asset so, and that’s really the thing that meant we never had to even think about using B&B. So, we had properties sitting there ready to go. We didn’t – our number of, our starting point at the beginning of the pandemic for the number of homeless people waiting on a permanent offer was about 90. It’s still about 90, so we’ve not added to that.” (LA Scotland)

In Wales the introduction of phase 2 funding has led local authorities to think more long-term about their offer. People moving through their homelessness systems, not just exclusively in the context of the pandemic:

“We are looking at our sort of phase two bid, incomes that...funding that we’ve had, to try and look at rapid rehousing and permanent options, and we are actually looking at what we’ve got in temporary accommodation and whether they could be repurposed into actually supported housing.” (LA Wales)

“I think it’s recognising that we have to change our housing profile. There is now a need for more shared supported housing schemes...I think that’s certainly something that we’ve recognised that we’re missing and that’s what we wanted to develop. And that’s been part of our phase 2 plan going in as well, is to do those smaller supported housing schemes until people are able to live independently as well especially when we’ve recognised and seen over the last couple of months, you know, the complex need that the vulnerabilities of some people.” (LA Wales)

“Through our Phase 2 plan, we’ve got some additional staff who are designated as rapid rehousing officers, who are there to work with people who are currently in temporary accommodation, just to help them to prepare for a move, explore opportunities for moves when moves come about, help them with the logistics of moving; so we’ve got some dedicated officers there.” (LA Wales)

More positively some local authorities reflected on what they had taken from the response to the pandemic and use to improve their homelessness provision and practice in the future. There were notable changes regarding the use of accommodation in Scotland and Wales and being responsive to the opportunities of the pandemic to bring forward change. In Scotland, the underlying policy framework of rapid rehousing transition plans had meant move on plans for people in temporary accommodation and the increased scaling up of Housing First had been assisted to move at greater pace. The authorities we spoke in Scotland talked about the pandemic injecting sense of urgency into housing led provision.

“That the Housing First project almost coincided with the COVID situation arising, and it was put on hold, but it is now up-and-running, and we’ve got just about the full caseload of ten Housing First individuals assessed and working towards their tenancies, and I think two of them are actually in their tenancies now. So, that’s moved on in spite of COVID and the risk management/risk assessment, about how you manage the supervision and reassurance of those households now, being out in the community and trying to get on with a Housing First outcome for them. If COVID hadn’t happened, I don’t think we would have done it, do you know? I don’t think we would have been keen to go with any form of the Housing First set-up that didn’t involve fairly intensive, almost daily visits, to the tenancies that were involved – and they’ve not been able to do that.” (LA Scotland)

In England, the process of ‘Everyone In’ and identifying support needs as part of this has been used to examine who would benefit from different housing solutions. There was still a reliance on supported accommodation and longer-term hostels to move people out of hotels and other emergency accommodation.

“The fact that people are not moving through the system as quickly means that our workers have got far higher caseloads than they’re used to because we’ve got people that haven’t moved on or they’re housed in temporary accommodation.” (LA England)

“overall since lockdown, we’ve had about 500 singles come through that we’ve assessed properly and some of them have gone in to the supported sector, some of them with low support, we’ve opened up where we can, as I said, it’s been difficult but opened up our own one bedroom properties to enable people to move through in to that from other services.”

“One of the major challenges, is that a significant proportion of the people in that hotel really need to move into supported housing,
need to move into the pathway. The pathway’s full and we need to move people out of the pathway to get the people from the hotel into the pathway and finding affordable move-on accommodation is a challenge.” (LA England)

Whilst funding released by MHCLG as part of the Next Steps programme seeks to address some of these move-on challenges there was still concerns amongst local authorities that this was not sufficient to meet the time pressured demands they are currently facing (see section 3.5). Funding provided through MHCLG and the Rough Sleeping initiative had in some areas been used to set up PRS access schemes. There were mixed views on the ability to procure and access accommodation in local areas:

“We have resources from Welsh Government to provide extra support, that will start on the 1st of October. They’re putting ... many of our partners have agreed to come and help us to provide the normal support we provide so we can concentrate on moving the people onto permanent properties ... and the phase 2 plan will play a part in that as well.” (LA Wales)

One local authority in Scotland was using the opportunities presented by the pandemic to look at how best to use the PRS, a tenure that is not widely used to address homelessness currently in Scotland:

“We are looking at how we can make better use of the private rented sector in terms of identifying permanent accommodation. We appreciated that that’s a sort of an opportunity that as yet, isn’t fully tapped up by us, and that to basically increase the supply, we can’t meet the demands just within our own stock, and our RSL partners seem to be having the same challenges as we do in terms of the types of properties that they have available, or that they’re developing, to fully be able to assist us in our response to homelessness.” (LA Scotland)

With the unanticipated pressures on the temporary accommodation system in Scotland, with numbers accommodated increasing by 22 per cent from 11,665 in March 2020 to 14,229 in September 2020, the importance of exploring the PRS as a valid tenure option for move-on becomes more importance.

As discussed in section 3.4 changes to housing allocation policies made a significant impact on being able to support people from hotels through to permanent accommodation. Whilst in Scotland direct lets were already possible, and for most local authorities in England choice-based lettings have now returned, in Wales there were signs of how to make some of these changes longer term to support with increasing suitable housing supply for those in emergency accommodation:

“Also, we’re in discussions with RSLs on allocations and they have agreed to look, to provide ... well, we’re in discussions at the moment to get them to hopefully agree to look at 50% of allocations to those who are in temporary accommodation at the moment because of COVID.” (LA Wales)

“We’ve got a temporary variation to our common allocations policy, which all of our housing partners have signed up to, and we’ve got 50% nomination – so 50% of all social housing that becomes available in (our local authority area) is offered to the local homeless team, for us to allocate to our COVID cohort – we’ve had some good results in terms of that. During the pandemic, I think we’ve moved on about 50 households from temporary accommodation. 26 or so of those came via social housing during the first three months of the interim variation policy, with the vast majority of them being one-bed households, but there is now a challenge in the sense that... that accommodation is drying up.” (LA Wales)

The biggest barrier to successful move-on from the emergency accommodation provided during the pandemic is housing supply. Across the three nations the need for a range of appropriate tenures to meet differing support needs is evident. The differing infrastructure for move-on that existed prior to the pandemic has been emphasised further during this period, with the impact of the work done in Scotland to develop Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans evident. Whilst local authorities have reflected on their local needs and what that means for
Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations

The research has highlighted the ongoing changes during the pandemic to the scale, profile and response to homelessness made by local authorities and voluntary sector services. Insights gathered have highlighted the ongoing and acute pressures experienced by services to adapt frontline provision to meet this need and support people facing homelessness during the past seven months.

Once there was direction by respective governments across GB, the response by local authorities and the voluntary sector has been quick and focused on the immediate emergency and ensuring everyone living in dangerous and unsuitable living conditions had somewhere safe they could self-isolate. The instruction to accommodate everyone rough sleeping and in unsafe accommodation, including lifting of restrictions for groups of people who would not normally be eligible for help has enabled frontline services to provide assistance to support ongoing need. Notable groups include NRPF and people rough sleeping in England and Wales who would ordinarily not be eligible for assistance under priority need.

The research has shown the positive effect of clear government policies to ameliorate the impacts of the pandemic on homelessness. The pause on evictions has prevented large numbers of people coming forward who are at risk of homelessness from the private rented sector and the survey with voluntary sector organisations highlighted very few presentations from this group. The divergence in policy on evictions across Great Britain going forward is an area that needs monitoring. Across Great Britain local authorities were concerned about the new profile of people at risk of homelessness who are part of the furlough scheme and have been accumulating rent arrears.

There is a question over funding a homelessness response in the immediate future. In England local authorities and voluntary sector organisations were concerned about the sustainability of funding emergency accommodation over winter. In many areas they had already overspent and even with additional funding announcements form MHCLG it is not clear if the procurement of temporary accommodation can continue at this pace. In Wales, there was less concern than in England about whether the initial funding was sufficient to cover costs of providing emergency accommodation but there were growing anxieties around funding for their phase 2 planning and making sure they were able to move people through from emergency accommodation. In Scotland, there was significantly less concern specifically around homelessness spend and reflected that they had in the most part been able to access the emergency monies that they needed.

The findings also reflect the existing policy frameworks in tackling homelessness in each nation have had an impact on the medium to long term planning for each nation. In Scotland, the pandemic has injected a sense of urgency into housing led provision base on Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans and investment in Housing First already being in place. In England, the process of Everyone In and identifying support needs as part of this has been used to examine who would benefit from different housing solutions. However, there was still a reliance on supported accommodation and longer-term hostels to move people out of hotels and other emergency accommodation.

The best way of tackling homelessness is to stop it happening in the first place. Prior to the pandemic over one billion pounds was being spent on temporary accommodation and this has continued under the emergency COVID measures. There is a long-standing need for more housing to provide people on low incomes with security, decent living conditions and rents they can afford to prevent people being pushed into homelessness. The research has highlighted a number of gaps in the current homelessness system. To achieve the goal of ending homelessness where it is rare, brief and non-recurrent the following principles must be in place:

- Ending homelessness through a rapid rehousing approach – swift action must be taken to move people quickly into permanent affordable housing with person-centred support to meet their needs. This must include Housing First for all those who need it.
- Ensuring prevention measures are embedded to stop people experiencing homelessness in the first place – the welfare system and public bodies all have a role in ensuring people do not experience homelessness in the first place.
- Safe emergency provision is accessible for all as long as it is needed – homelessness can result in an urgent need for accommodation. This must be safe, clean and ensure people are treated with dignity.
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Appendix: Profile of respondents from the online voluntary sector survey

Table 1: Profile of wave 1 respondents by nation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Profile of wave 1 respondents by size of organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Organisation</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 3: Profile of wave 2 respondents by type of service they provide ¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supported accommodation</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostels</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night shelter</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing First</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move on and resettlement</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment and training support</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare and debt advice</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration support and advice</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health services</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical health services</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug services</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol services</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address basic needs i.e food and showers</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services for people fleeing domestic and/or sexual abuse</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Percentages do not add up to 100 as some respondents provided more than one type of service.

### Table 4: Profile of wave 2 respondents by type of service they provide ²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supported accommodation</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostels</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night shelter</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing First</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move on and resettlement</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment and training support</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare and debt advice</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration support and advice</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health services</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical health services</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug services</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol services</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address basic needs i.e food and showers</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services for people fleeing domestic and/or sexual abuse</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Percentages do not add up to 100 as some respondents provided more than one type of service.